We present statistics for the structure and time-evolution of a network constructed from user activity in an Internet community. The vastness and precise time resolution of an Internet community offers unique possibilities to monitor social network formation and dynamics. Time evolution of well-known quantities, such as clustering, mixing (degree-degree correlations), average geodesic length, degree, and reciprocity is studied. In contrast to earlier analyses of scientific collaboration networks, mixing by degree between vertices is found to be disassortative. Furthermore, both the evolutionary trajectories of the average geodesic length and of the clustering coefficients are found to have minima.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the growing interest in social network analysis from the physics community, a new research area is emerging in the intersection between statistical physics and sociology (Albert and Barabási 2002; Newman 2003) . Sociologists have been interested in network analysis for at least half a century, and with mathematicians and statisticians they have developed a set of tools to analyze positions, structures, and processes of social networks (Wasserman and Faust 1994; Butts 2001) . Although there are exceptions (Fararo and Sunshine 1964; Skvoretz 1990 ), most sociological and anthropological studies of networks have focused on small-group interaction or cognitive networks. In one respect this is quite natural as most groups and formal organizations are of small size. Also, a pragmatic reason for this is that data collection of large social networks, behavioral or cognitive, is cumbersome and often practically impossible to carry through. Therefore, although recent analyses (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Watts 1999; have brought new attention to comparative analysis of large-scale social networks, the statistical physics method, emphasizing the limit of large system sizes (Albert and Barabási 2002) , has been of lim- * Electronic address: holme@tp.umu.se ited utility. However, the extended use of database technology provide new possibilities for constructing real world networks for the analysis of e.g. movie-actor networks (Watts and Strogatz 1998) and co-authorship in science . Surely, these networks reflect social interaction, but they are also heavily constrained by the logic of a particular industry or a particular professional activity. Thus, to allow for exploration of the possible universal properties of social networks in general, there is still an urgent need to analyze other types of large empirical social networks. In this paper we report on an investigation of a large social network, aiming to give a phenomenological description that will hopefully shed some new light on the processes forming the structure of social networks. To put results in context, we try to compare our findings to other studies whenever possible, and to contrast parameters to what would be expected from a random network with similar characteristics.
To construct network data and large graphs based on more spontaneous patterns of human interaction than e.g. co-authorship and co-actorship, one can consider data from e-mail exchange (Ebel, Mielsch et al. 2002) or user activity in Internet communities (Rothaermel and Sugiyama 2001; Smith 2002 ). The present work belongs to the latter category, with a strong focus on the dynamics of the network. In contrast to previous studies of Internet communities (Smith 2002) , we use down-tothe-second timing of the communication to investigate time evolution and obtain steady state estimates of wellknown measures of graph structure. We use data from a Swedish Internet community called pussokram.com (roughly "kiss'n'hug" in English) that is primarily targeted at adolescents and young adults. The community provides an arena for flirting, dating, and other romantic communication; as well as communication for nonromantic friendship.
Studies suggest that online interaction is driven by the same needs as face-to-face interaction, and should not be regarded as a separate arena but as an integrated part of modern social life (Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2002) . Thus communicative actions taken by members of the community can be expected to share many features with the web of human acquaintances and romances in the social off-line world. Indeed, for many people in contemporary Western societies, interaction on the Internet is as real as any other interaction (Wellman 2001) . Internet communities are interesting by and for themselves, but this suggests that the formation and dynamics of social networks in an Internet community can share the same generic properties as all social acquaintance networks, and that the study of Internet communities can provide important information for enhancing our understanding of social networks in general. The paper is divided into four sections. In the next section we give a detailed description of the functions of the Internet community in focus. The third section contains statistical analyses and presentation of results that we summarize and discuss in the fourth and concluding section.
II. THE INTERNET COMMUNITY PUSSOKRAM.COM
Pussokram.com is a Swedish Internet community primarily intended for romantic communication and targeted at adolescents and young adults. The community had around 30 000 active users during the spring and summer 2002, the mean user age is 21 years, and approximately 70 percent of the users are women (therefore, and to simplify, we will use the female gender when referring to users in this paper). Both age and sex are self reported. It is possible to have multiple accounts on the community. A crude check on the number of accounts linked to every unique e-mail address indicates that this is not very common (more than 99.7% of the membership accounts are associated with a unique email address and no e-mail address are associated with more than 5 accounts).
1 Our data consists of all the user activities on pussokram.com logged for 512 days from 13:39:25 on February 13, 2001 (t = 0) to 13:28:19 on July 10, 2002. The smallest time-unit on the log is 1 second. We analyze the activity of all users registered at time t = 0, as well as the activity of any new users during this time span.
2 Time t = 0 defines the start up day for this particular community. However prior to t = 0 there was a mail server for sending anonymous love messages on the Internet. Registered users of this service had their accounts automatically transferred to pussokram.com. We only study activity on the community, nevertheless this recruitment might induce higher initial growth of active users.
Pussokram.com has a pronounced romantic profile, where:
• Users are encouraged to send messages to others that they are secretly in love with.
• The provider answers questions related to love and sex posed by the users under the pseudonym Dr. Love.
• The design of the HTML-pages makes use of a romantic iconography well known to the targeted users (with Valentine's hearts, deep red colors, etc., see Fig. 1 ). Nevertheless, a quick glance through some of the public guest books reveals that many of the contacts taken are also non-romantic.
A. Types of contacts in pussokram.com
There are four major modes of communication at pussokram.com. We study each of the networks generated by these four types of contacts separately and we also study the union of these networks generated by any of these contacts. A brief description of the four types of contacts follows:
• The Messages are in effect intra-community emails. These are private in the sense that no one in the community, except the sender and receiver, can access them. Not even information on how many messages other users have received are retrievable for other users.
• In Guest book signing, each user has a guest book that every community member is free to write in.
• Flirt or "friendship request:" User A can ask user B to be her friend. If user B accepts user A's request then they can both easily see if the other is online whenever they are logged onto pussokram.com. Information on the friends of a specific user is private to the user only.
• Friendship: A friendship relation is established after acceptance of a friendship request, as described above. Unless engaged in peer-to-peer contact of some sort, users at pussokram.com are relatively anonymous towards each other. There is reason to believe that knowledge about the prior interactive behavior of other individuals structures the present interactive behavior of a given individual (the so called imitation factor). The only information about a user's interaction history available to other users. But there are several ways for an user to draw attention to herself (i.e. to direct other users to her community homepage), and for users to find information about others. Here we summarize various ways that can be used to receive attention, search for other users, and promote oneself at pussokram.com. The following information is displayed when a logged on user browse the pussokram.com website:
• The username of the most recently registered community member.
• The name of the most recently edited diary (each user has space open for others to read, intended as a diary).
• The names of the most recent users to browse a specific user's homepage.
• The names of similar users are displayed on a specific users homepage. Similarity is assesses through self-reported background variables.
• A long interview with the "user of the week" (although updated more seldom than weekly). This is an epithet that users can apply for.
• Photographs of 10-20 users are displayed at the login-page.
A user can search out other users with a search engine (the "sökofinder"-in English "search'n'finder"-in Fig. 1 ) that handles the following criteria: Sub-string of the username, gender, age, place of residence, online status, and if a user has provided a photograph of herself. Presumably, these are the characteristics that drive user activity, but because it is hard to assess their validity, and because we are only interested in structural properties, we do not conduct any analysis on them.
C. Comparisons with other empirical and statistical networks
For comparison we also use networks by instant messaging at the French Internet community nioki.com and scientific collaboration (or, rather, co-authorship) networks. nioki.com and pussokram.com are rather similar, both in terms of content and design, but compared to pussokram.com, nioki.com is even more youth oriented and not as focused on romantic relations as pussokram.com. Besides the possibility of searching for user names, nioki.com has two search procedures recherche l'amitié (search for friendship) and recherche l'amour (search for love), where one can fill out questionnaires to find other users that match ones preferences. In the nioki.com network, an arc connects user A to user B if user B is in user A's list of contacts (for details see (Smith 2002) . In the scientific collaboration networks ) the vertices are scientists who have uploaded manuscripts to the Los Alamos preprint repository arXiv.org, arcs are added between scientists who have co-authored a paper. In contrast to the pussokram.com and nioki.com networks, ties in the scientific collaboration network is bi-directional. Note, that the pussokram.com networks are dynamic, while we only have access to snapshot data of nioki.com and scientific collaboration networks. For this reason we can only make comparisons between the static properties of these networks.
In addition, following (Anderson, Butts et al. 1999; Pattison, Wasserman et al. 2000; Shen-Orr, Milo et al. 2002) , we compare some observed quantities to the corresponding average values from randomized networks with the same degree-sequence as the original. By this approach, we examine how aspects of structures other than the degree sequence, influences the quantities. Every known real social network deviates from the average randomized network in a larger or lesser extent, depending on the social forces structuring the interaction. For example, with regards to the present case, we believe that an Internet community network will be closer to the average randomized network than several other types of social networks, because time and space constraints are much less pressing than in, e.g., a kinship network. These randomized networks are generated by sequentially going through all directed arcs A-B, and for every such arc randomly select another arc, C-D, and then rewire so that A-D forms one arc, and C-B forms another. The choice of C-D is done with uniform randomness among all arcs that would not introduce a loop or a multiple arc. We use this algorithm to generate ∼ 3000 networks and the quantities are averaged over these networks. This procedure is inspired by Roberts (2000) . However it differs from Roberts in the sense that we use sweeps over all arcs (where each arc is rewired at least once) as the unit of iterations of the algorithm. 
III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The pussokram.com network consists of all registered users and the communication flow between these users as described above. Communication is conceived of as directed links between users. This is translated into a graph of vertices (users) and arcs (ties). Vertices are added to the network the first time a registered user is active, i.e. the first time the user sends or receives a message, signs a guest book, or sends or accepts a friendship request as described above. Each of these interactions defines a unique network, and by adding an arc for any activity one gets a total network of online activities. We thus study five networks, and for each of them the vertex set is empty at t = 0. We represent the network as a directed graph, G = (V, A), where V is the vertex set and A is the set of arcs, or ordered pairs of vertices. N = |V| denotes the order (number of vertices) of G, and M = |A| represents the number of arcs. Sometimes we study properties of the undirected graph obtained by 3 To be precise our algorithm run as follows: We go sequentially through the arc set A (see Sect. III). For every arc (v, w) we construct a set A ′ of arcs such that if a member (v ′ , w ′ ) of A ′ is to be rewired with (v, w)-i.e. so that (v, w) and (v ′ , w ′ ) are replaced by (v, w ′ ) and (v ′ , w)-then no loops or multiple arcs are formed. Then we choose one of A's arcs with uniform randomness and rewire that arc with (v, w). For each network, the number of vertices of each network, N, as a function of time during the sampling is displayed in Fig. 2(a) , and the average degree, i.e. the average number of arcs per vertex, M/N, is displayed in Fig 2(b) . As can be seen, both the number of vertices and the average degree are increasing as a function of time, but with at a decreasing growth rate. The average degree appears to converge to a constant, but for t < 100, it increases as a power function. The more rapid growth rate in the beginning of the period is explained by the fact that old users log on for the first time during our sampling period (see discussion in Section II). The decreasing growth, and apparent approach to equilibrium, stand in contrast to the accelerated growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web , as well the linear growth of scientific co-authorship networks extracted from article databases Barabási, Jeong et al. 2002) . However, in social networks, the average degree cannot be increasing without bounds, and this goes for scientific collaboration networks too. We believe the difference stems from a wider effective sampling time frame-due to the much more rapid dynamics of an Internet community (compared to scientific collaborations) we are, relatively speaking, able to follow the process for a much longer period. In the sense that G is a steadily growing dynamic network, we deal with a non-equilibrium representation of the social situation. When we speak of the network "reaching equilibrium," we refer to when all quantities that are bounded as a function of N (such as the average degree) are reaching their constant limits.
B. Reciprocity varies between networks
Various types of social relations differ in direction, intensity, and frequency (Granovetter 1973) . Messages between agents with different social status for example, tend to be unevenly distributed (Gould 2002) . In the present analysis, we can investigate the reciprocity of communicative action by looking at the direction of the communication flow between any two users. For example, if user A sends a friendship request to user B, we observe a link between user A and user B, and note an arc between the two vertices. But it makes quite a difference whether user B accepts the invitation or not, i.e. whether we note one or two arcs between the vertices. We define reciprocity R, as the fraction of mutual dyads, i.e. the ratio between the number of vertex-pairs {v, w} occur in two arcs ((v, w) and (w, v) ) and vertex-pairs that occur in at least one arc. More analytically:
where M 2 is the number of arcs in the reflexive closure of G. R lies strictly in the interval [0, 1]; if (u, v) is an arc then R = 0 implies that (v, u) is not an arc and R = 1 implies that (v, u) is an arc. The time evolution of the reciprocity can be seen in Fig. 3a . As is evident from the figure, reciprocity levels differ little between the different networks. By definition, the friendship network has reciprocity of 1. And by the same token, the flirt network has a reciprocity equal to zero. For the other two networks, the curves converge to values around 0.4 for the guest book and messages networks, and 0.5 for the all contacts network (see Table III .B). It's hard to judge whether these are high or low values of reciprocity. They are however compatible with data for the French Internet community nioki.com. We normally assume acquaintance networks 
to have a high degree of reciprocity, but one reason to expect a lower value for online interaction is that an actor feels less social pressure to respond to a communicative act over the Internet than in a face-to-face, or telephone encounter, for example.
C. Disassortative mixing coefficients of the pussokram.com networks
Together with the degree distribution, the degreedegree correlation is considered to govern much of the network's robustness towards disturbances as well as the information flow. In other contexts the discussion is usually phrased in terms of resilience against epidemics and attack. A positive degree-degree correlation is also referred to as assortative mixing by degree, and it means that vertices of high degree preferably attaches to each other, and vice versa. For example, assortative mixing makes the networks more vulnerable to outbreaks of diseases, and more robust against strategic attack (Newman 2002), because if people with many contacts are connected to other people with many contacts, the epidemic threshold will be lowered. Disassortative mixing, on the other hand, gives rise to larger epidemics (Morris and Kretzschmar 1995) .
We measure assortative mixing by calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient r for the degrees at either side of an edge as suggested by Newman (2002) :
In equation 2, · · · denotes the average over arcs, k from is some (in-, out-, or total) degree of the vertex that the arc starts from, and k to is some degree of the vertex that the arc leads to. We look at r for total degree of both bidirectional (where the reflexive closure has been taken if the network is not bi-directional by definition) and directed graphs r dir . Furthermore, we measure the four combinations of in-and out degree correlations; e.g. the out-in correlation coefficient indicates whether users that have many contacts (high out-degree) prefers to communicate with those users that themselves receive communication from many users (high in-degree).
The values for pussokram.com and other networks are displayed in Table III .B. Interestingly enough all the pussokram.com networks, as well as the nioki.com network display a significant disassortative mixing for all types of degree-degree correlations. This is in contrast to what have been measured for (scientific-, actor-, and business-) collaboration networks (Newman 2002) . To set these results in perspective we also measure r for a scientific collaboration network, which clearly displays a positive assortative mixing coefficient. Maybe an assortative mixing is significant only to interaction in competitive areas, such as professional collaborations (where only already big names are likely to be successful in collaborating with other big names). This result relates to research on exchange networks that claim that negative mixing is optimal when actors are substitutable, as for example in friendship and dating network (Cook, Emerson et al. 1983 ). In contrasts, professional collaboration is positive because both knowledge and already established channels for cooperation screen off potential alternative collaborators. Another issue is the skewness of the degree distribution. Intuitively, a large spread in the degree distribution will increase the likelihood of observing negative mixing. And as can be seen from the randomized networks in Table III .B, given the degree distribution we would expect a negative mixing coefficient. However, the observed coefficients are consistently, and significantly, higher than expected. This strongly suggests that negative mixing arise from this particular form of social interaction in which alters are substitutable (Cook, Emerson et al. 1983 ). Note though, that some network models, analyzing completely different forms of interaction, with skewed degree distributions produce networks of zero or positive assortative mixing (Newman 2002; Park and Newman 2003) .
The six different assortative mixing coefficients of Table III.B are all of the same sign and roughly of the same magnitude. This is interesting since it suggests that the r-values is a result of other structures (presumably the degree-sequence) rather than from the behavior of individuals: There are no a priori reasons for r in out to be the same as e.g. r in in , as a large r in out means that actors that are active in the community (have a high k out ) tend to associate with those who are successful in promoting themselves in the community (have a high k in ), while a large r in in means that the latter category has a preference towards each other. Fig. 3b shows the time development of the assortative mixing coefficient r dir (the time development of the other assortative mixing coefficients of Table III .B is qualitatively similar). We see that r dir converges more quickly than the average degree. This is not surprising since the correlation coefficient is a function of the way ties are formed rather than the size or average degree of the network. An interesting detail of Fig. 3b is the jump at t ≈ 300 days in the flirt (friendship request) network. This is due to the formation of a tie between two of the most connected actors. (The fact that the flirt network is by far the sparsest strengthens this effect.)
D. Cumulative degree distributions are highly skewed
The degree distribution has received much attention in comparative analyses of complex networks since the work of . A skewed degree distribution is commonly regarded as a cumulative effect in the attachment of new arcs to the network (Simon 1955; , and it offers a way to classify different types of networks (Amaral, Scala et al. 2000) . Indeed it has been demonstrated that many apparently dissimilar types of networks share the same highly skewed degree distributions of a (truncated) power-law form (Albert and Barabási 2002) , indicating an emerging scale-free structure. Such degree distributions are generated through a growth process in which new arcs are drawn between already existing vertices and new vertices only. However, a process that reasonably describes the activity of an Internet community would allow also for new arcs to be drawn between two already existing vertices. Such a mixed process however, would result in a stretched exponential distribution, and not a powerlaw, and thus a stretched exponential distribution is what we would expect to observe. Another process that can be responsible for cutting the tails of power-law degree distributions in real-world networks is a limited capacity of the actors.
Following (Liljeros, Edling et al. 2001) we measure the cumulative degree distribution of all the pussokram.com networks, see Fig. 4 . If the degree distribution follows a power-law with exponent γ then the cumulative distribution will have the exponent α = γ + 1. All pussokram.com networks are highly skewed, but none of them fits a power-law form across the whole range observed. However, it is interesting to note that there are no clear signs of the (inevitable) high-degree truncation in any of the graphs (Fig. 4) . A previous study of the French nioki.com has reported a power-law fit of the cumulative degree distribution (Smith 2002) . Our result might appear to set the pussokram.com community apart from the nioki.com community, but a closer inspection of our graphs and (Smith 2002 ) reveals a striking similarity in the functional form of the distribution. We therefore conclude that the dynamics shaping the degree-distribution is to a large extent the same for the two communities.
E. Evolution of average geodesic length
As a general measure of how closely connected a graph is, the average geodesic (shortest path) length is one of the most studied network quantities. There is no unique natural definition of average geodesic length in an arbitrary directed graph--the problem is the contribution from disconnected pairs of vertices. One choice is to measure the geodesic distance averaged over pairs of vertices in the giant component:
where d (u, v) is the distance between u and v, and A GC is the arc-set of the giant component. Another option is to average the inverse geodesic length (Latora and Marchiori 2001) ,
where 1/d(u, v) is defined as zero when no path exists from u to v. In the present paper we focus on l −1 , and l GC for the reflexive closure of G. If the two measures agree, we can infer that there is no additional effect influencing the shortest paths in a substantial way, other than the bidirectional structure of the largest connected subgraph.
As time evolves there are two conflicting mechanisms governing the average geodesic length: The increasing number of vertices works for an increase of l, whereas the increasing average degree makes l shorter. For the pussokram.com data the latter effect dominates, during the time span of our data set, to give a monotonously decreasing l GC (monotonously increasing l −1 ) as shown in Fig. 5 . The same situation has been reported for scientific collaboration networks (Barabási, Jeong et al. 2002) . Assuming the community outlives its members, l will eventually start to increase (when the number of inactive users slows down the accelerated growth sufficiently).
F. Density of short circuits
Acquaintance networks are expected to have a high degree of transitivity (Wasserman and Faust 1994) , or in other words, a high density of triangles, since if person A knows person B and person C, then person B and person C are likely to be acquainted. We apply a commonly used measure that gives the fraction of triangles out of the connected 3-paths of the graph (a quantity that was defined for undirected graphs, but is trivially generalized to directed graphs, for which we use subscript "dir"). If we let p(n) denote the number of representations of paths 5 and c(n) denote the number of representations of circuits, of length n, then we can express the clustering coefficient, 6 C, as:
One can expect that social networks with many heterosexual romantic relationships, such as the pussokram.com networks, to have rather few triangles. 7 To get a better picture of the density of short circuits we also measure the density of circuits of length four:
The n-behavior of c(n)/p(n) varies from network to network, and could possibly be an informative quantity in it self. A very high C will in most cases probably imply a high D (for R = 1 network, two triangles with one arc in common will contribute to c (4)), but the reverse is less certain.
Values for C dir and D dir and their undirected counterparts are shown in Table III .F. We note that, with a few exceptions, the values for the real networks are significantly larger than the randomized; the difference, however, is far less dramatic than for the scientific collaboration network. This is contrast between the Internet community networks and the arXiv.org data is easily explained from the fact that a paper with n auth ≥ 3 authors represents a fully connected subgraph of G (contributing with n auth (n auth −1)(n auth −2)/3 triangles). However, we would like to stress that the values themselves are not very informative, compared to their time dependence.
The time development of C and D for different networks is shown in Fig. 6 . As a quantity dependent on only the local network structure the density of short circuits is an intrinsic quantity; and, as seen for the clustering coefficient (Barabási, Jeong et al. 2002) , these quantities approach their equilibrium values from above. Interestingly, just as for the assortative mixing coefficient, the relaxation towards equilibrium is faster for C and D than for the average degree M/N; i.e. the density of short cycles is rather independent of the average degree.
As can be seen in Fig. 6 , most C and D curves have extremes in the middle of the time range (the density of short circuits are at their minima). The reason for this comes from a conflict between counteracting mechanisms of different time-scales. There are three natural time-scales in the system: The average time between new registrations; the average time between new contacts for an individual user; and the average life span of a user in the community. The latter time-scale should be responsible for the long-term behavior such as the increase towards equilibrium of M/N. And as shorter circuits are more likely in a dense network, it is natural that C and D increase in the large t limit. The decrease for early times is a finite size effect that can be seen in evolving network models with constant average degree such as the Barabási-Albert model Barabási, Jeong et al. 2002) and extensions (Holme and Kim 2002) , where the C and D curves converge from above.
Another interesting aspect is that the values of C and D, although finite in the large t limit, is much smaller than in the actor-and scientific-collaboration networks. In an Internet community the way by which people introduce strangers among their acquaintances to each other Holme and Kim 2002) is likely not the mechanism responsible for the finite clustering (remember that in network models such as the Erdös-Rényi (1959) and Barabási, Jeong et al. 2002 ) models the clustering goes to zero as the network grows). Instead a finite density of short circuits can be explained by the tendency formulated in the proverbial like-attracts-like, where the similarity is defined by signaled social, psychological, and physiological traits. To further convince ourselves that the sampling time is large enough we also use rewiring to examine the time evolution of two structural measures (the assortative mixing coefficient and the clustering coefficient for the undirected all-contacts network). As seen in Fig. 7 the rewired quantities converge in the same time scale as r and C, which reconfirm that the sampling time frame is sufficient. We note that for k > 200 days the assortative mixing coefficient is significantly lower than the rewired reference curve. For the same time interval the rewired clustering coefficient closely overlap the measured C-value; for t > 200 days the actual value overlap the mid-quartiles of the rewired data during around 30% of the 512 days. For the initial 'non-equilibrium' part (t < 100 days) of the time-evolution the curves of the rewired and real networks diverges. In this region the network is rather sparse (see Fig 7) which explains the low C-values for the rewired C-curve. The high early values of C seems contradictory to the apparent absence of tendency towards triangle formation during latter times. This means that the contact patterns of the early network is no the same as later on. As it turns out, in the early community, a group of actors contact each other rather frequently (rather more like 'chatting' than romantic contact making) whereas another group makes a few contacts before quitting the community. We interpret this such that it requires a minimal number, or "critical mass" (cf. Schelling 1978) of people for the community to function. Before the critical mass is reached, the users either have the community as a chat room (a usage with a presumably smaller critical mass) or leave it. shows data for the assortative mixing coefficient r for the undirected all-contacts network, (b) is the clustering coefficient for the same data. The rewired data is obtained from 100 updating sweeps over all links, and indicated by the upper and lower hinges (border values between the first and second quartile, and third and fourth quartile respectively).
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated networks of communication between the users of the Internet community pussokram.com. The four different means of contact at pussokram.com defines five different networks in our study (one for each separately and one for all taken together). Apart from recent studies of scientific collaboration networks and movie actor networks, there are very few such phenomenological descriptions of large social networks, and thus there is limited knowledge that our findings can be related to.
It is obvious that the fact that the interaction under study takes place on the Internet creates special conditions for communication. We believe that the interaction online is exposed to less structural forces than what is typically the case in most other social settings. For example, simultaneous interaction is not a prerequisite for communication in an Internet community, i.e. time as a structural force is therefore of less importance than in most other settings. Neither does geographical space constraint communication. And in addition, that social signifiers are less visible (compared to e.g. face-to-face interaction), and the relative ease with which you can conceal your identity and transform your appearance in online interaction, are factors reducing the structure forming forces at work in 'offline' social activity. It is therefore interesting to note, that despite these caveats, the networks under study here are much more structured than what would be expected in a random network.
To summarize our findings of the Internet community pussokram.com, we see that:
• The average degree converges over time, but surprisingly we observe no cut-off in the degree distribution. Previous studies do suggest that there is an upper limit to the mean number of contacts (Marsden 1987) , and on average we find this sociocognitive limitation despite the fact that time and space is of less important here. The reason we see continued growth in the cumulative degree distribution might be that it's relatively costless to have a high turnover on ones contacts in an online community. Contacts are established without much investment, and can also be dropped without much sanctioning.
• Reciprocity is rather low, and presumably lower can be expected in a regular acquaintance network. Reciprocity levels quickly converge to a steady state.
• Most assortative mixing coefficients have small negative values, suggesting a pattern of dissasortative mixing. This can partly be explained by the conventional effect from the skewed degree sequence (Newman 2002) . The observed effect is significantly larger than can be expected solely from the degree distribution. An explanation for these higher r-values is the particular nature of the dating interaction (Cook, Emerson et al. 1983 ). We also find that mixing coefficients as a function of time converge rapidly. The dissasortative mixing in the Internet community networks is in striking contrast to the strong assortative mixing seen in scientific collaboration networks, and the nice correspondence with previous work in sociology indicates that Internet communities indeed strongly resembles off-line social communities.
• The cumulative degree distributions are highly skewed, being a mixture of previous mappings of acquaintance networks (Amaral, Scala et al. 2000 )-for few contacts-and partnership networks (Liljeros, Edling et al. 2001 )-for many contacts.
• The geodesic length initially increases as new vertices are added to the network. But as the network settles the increase is limited by the growing average degree. Both l GC and l −1 shows consistently that the average geodesic length is decreasing during the whole sample period (a situation that can only exist for a non-equilibrium network).
• Clustering-the density of triangles-converges over time to non-zero values (as opposed to completely random networks). Still, values are probably on a much lower level than would be expected in offline acquaintance networks. The explanation for these low values is twofold-the lack of introduction as a mechanism for tie-formation, and the romantic profile of pussokram.com promoting romantic contacts. The latter aspect is also manifested in that the density of 4-circuits is larger than the density of triangles for the pussokram.com networks. Once again, the Internet community networks are different from the scientific collaboration network where clustering is larger than the density of 4-circuits.
An Internet community such as pussokram.com defines a structured social network that share more of the structuring forces with general acquaintance networks than networks of professional collaborations do. We believe that the precise timing resolution and fast dynamics (giving a wide effective sampling time-frame) will make Internet communities an invaluable object for future social networks studies of the largest scale.
